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WASHINOTON, D.C. ~2DSO5 

13 July 1973 

MEMORANDUM FOR: The Dir-:tor of Central In-elligence 

SUBJECT : MILITARY THOUGHT ( U S S R ) :  The Importance of 
I 

Electronic Countermeasures in Airborne Landings 

- 1. The enclosed Intelligence Information Special Report 
is part of a series now i n  Preparation based on the SECRET 
USSR Ministry of Defense publication Collection of Articles 
of the Journal "Military Thought." This article is a super- 
ticial statement of the principles of conducting electronic 
countermeasures against defensive missiles and fighters during 
an airborne operation. The main conclusion of the authors is 
that the transport aircraft dropping troops should have jamming 
equipment. This article appeared in Issue No. 2 ( 8 4 )  for 1968. 

Because the source of this report is extremely sensi- 
tive, this document should be handled on a strict need-to-know 
basis w i t h i n  recipient agencie 
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Intelligence Information Special Report

COUNTRY USSR

DATEDATE OF Mid-1968
INFO.

SUBJECT

13 July 1973

■
MILITARY THOUGHT (USSR): Combat with Enemy Radioelectronic

Means During an Airborne Landing Operation

MACE Documentary
Summary 

The following report is a translation from Russian of an
article which appeared in Issue No. 2 (84) for 1968 of the
SECRET USSR Ministry of Defense publication Collection of 
Articles of the Journal "Military Thought." The authors of
this article are Engineer_Lieutenant Co1one1-2-1uallaPDY.,_
Engineer Major V. Sokolov, and Engineer Major M. Ryylln. This
article -is a superficial statement of the principles of con- -
ducting electronic countermeasures against defensive missiles
and fighters during an airborne operation. The main conclusion
of the authors is that the transport aircraft dropping troops.
should have jamming equipment. No mention is made of specific
countermeasures capabilities, weapons or aircraft, other than a
reference to Hawk and Nike batteries as the main threat to drop
aircraft.

End of Summary 
Comment:

Engineer Lieutenant Colonel I. Yusupov was identified in
Issue No. 9 for 1970 of Military Herald as senior instructor at
Kobyakov School. He also authored an article appearing in Issue
No. 2 for 1970 of the Soviet Journal of Technology and Armament 
regarding the training of radiotelegraph operators. There is no
information in available reference materials which can be firmly
associated with the other authors. Military Thought has been
published by the USSR Ministry of Defense in three versions in
the past--TOP SECRET, SECRET, and RESTRICTED. There is no
information as to whether or not the TOP SECRET version continues
to be published. The SECRET version is published three times
annually and is distributed down to the level of division commander.
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Combat with Enemy Radioelectronic Means During 
an Airborne 'Landing Operation 

by
Engineer Lieutenant Colonel I. Yusupov

Engineer Major V. Sokolov
Engineer Major M. Ryvlin

During large-scale offensive operations conducted under
conditions of_naca,ear.„.wa, airborne landings will be exten-
sively employed. In order to land an airborne force in the rear
of the enemy, milltary=tranzport-aircraft_and the fighter units
which covP/-_them during the flight will have to overcome the enemy
air defense system, the combat capabilities of which have grown.

The effective overcoming of the air defense system depends to
a large degree on well-organized and executed combat with enemy
radioelectronic means.

The question naturally arises concerning the role of the
various means used to combat enemy radioelectronic measures under
these conditions and the appropriate criteria for evaluating their
effectiveness.

A criterion currently accepted is the relative decrease in
the mathematically predicted loses, which shows by what factor
the losses of aircraft from active air defense means will be
reduced when measures to combat enemy radioelectronic means are
employed. AHowever, when an airborne landing operation is under
discussion, this criterion, in our opinion, can be of only
secondary importance. This is explained by the inherent charac-
teristics in the planning and conduct of an airborne landing
operation, which are as follows.

It i.a...tnown_that_an_airborne landing.is_able_to,carry_out.
iIs_aaaigned_  tasks  _Qual v if it is -ClaSiVire.d.—.i.o .. the__ la ad	 (drop)
area with minimal losses. Accordingly, combat actions are planned
for all arms of aviation to ensure that the aircraft of military-
transport aviation overcome the air defense system. But it is
under precisely these conditions that the relative decrease in
mathematically predicted losses which makes it impossible for the
commanding officer to determine the true role. in the performance.
of measures to combat enemy radioelectronic means. 'Let us assume



that we have determined that as a result of the employment of
measures to combat enemy kadioelectronic means the losses of
military-transport aviation aircraft are decreased by a factor of
two. Is this good or bad? If this factor is used to evaluate
measures to combat enemy radioelectronic means, then it can be said
that they are fulfilling their task. But if at the same time the
landing force sustains great losses, the value of all these
measures to combat enemy radioelectronic means apparently vanishes.
This can lead to the false conclusion that the role of measures
to combat enemy radioelectronic means in an airborne landing
operation is insignificant. Clearly another criterion far
eyaluating_the_efleatiyeness_ of _measure s tp	 _enemy r sd i 9 -
elgatznnin mean.s is necessary. It is our propnRal that_the
cr#q r..ign ase4 be the_	 ljgcmeAse .4n the. eij.d amount
of supporting forces.

Military-transport aviation aircraft proceeding to the
airborne landing area must pass through a zone in which various
active enemy air defense means are employed (fighters, SAM),
means which possess. known combat capabilities.

Taking into account that the airborne landing force must be
delivered to the drop area with minimal losses, it is possible to
determine what quantity and types of active air defense means in
the flight zone of military-transport aviation will cause the
smallest losses to transport aircraft. If the quantity of active
air defense means proves to be greater than the determined number,
they clearly must be destroyed by other branches (arms) of
aviation which have been called upon to support military-transport
aviation actions. Consequently, just the quantity of active air
defense means designated for destruction determines the size of
the forces required to destroy them.

When measures to combat enemy radioelectronic means are
employed, the combat capabilities of enemy active air defense
means are reduced. As a result, the military-transport aviation
combat formations "withstand" the countermeasures of a large
number of active air defense means. This leads to a decrease in
the quantity of active air defense means designated for destruction
in the flight zone of the military-transport aircraft, which, in
turn, means a decrease in the size of support forces from other
branches (arms) of aviation required for the fulfilment of this
task. Thus, the employment by military-transport aviation of



measures to combat enemy radioelectronic means during an airborne
landing operation makes it possible to decrease the size of the
forces required for the support of military-transport aviation
operations.

This criterion can also be used to evaluate the effectiveness
of measures to combat enemy radioelectronic means when employed by
other branches (arms) of aviation for their own protection, but im
an essentially different manner. Let us explain this.

The quantity of-means required for the destruction of one
air defense target (a fighter aviation airfield, a SAM battery)
with a given degree of probability is known. Under combat
conditions this quantity must be increased in proportion to
expected combat losses. If the aircraft are not equipped with
means to combat enemy radioelectronic means and measures to combat
these means are not taken, there will be a given increase in the
quantity; if the aircraft are equipped with means to combat enemy/
radioelectronic means, the quantity will be less. As can be seen,
here again the amount of the decrease in the size of the support
forces required to destroy active air defense means provides a
reasonably complete evaluation of the effectiveness of measures
employed by the support forces to combat enemy radioelectronic
means. If the quantity of active air defense means which are
designated for destruction in the flight zone of military-transport
aircraft is known, it is possible to determine the extent to which
the size of the required Support forces for the airborne landing
operation can be decreased as a whole.

In our opinion, the above approaches to the evaluation of
the effectiveness of measures to combat enemy radioelectronic
means makes it possible, when planning an airborne landing
operation, to evaluate these measures not merely on a qualitative
(better-worse) basis but also on a quantitative basis. The first
attempt to make such an appraisal, which was done during the
course of one research study, underlines the feasibility of this
approach. In our opinion, this approach to the evaluation of the
effectiveness of measures to combat enemy radioeleotronic means
is also apparently practical in other situations, such as in the
evaluation of the effectiveness of similar measures taken to
protect our installations from enemy air, attack weapons.
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As ia_ganerealy-known,-preliminary calCulatiOna_enahling_the
establishment of the number and _types of active enemy air defense
means tobe targeted for destrtiction	 essential
to the_planning of An—Aixhozne landing_opexatipn„ Of course, if
a front has enough forces, it is not obligatory to make such a
seYWRIOn from among the targets. But, unfortunately, for the time
being front means are limited.

Totally different conditions arise when military-transport
aviation aircraft are equipped with jamming means for individual
and group defense. These means influence the planning of an
airborne landing operation in the following manner. .

It is known that enemy air defense means possess fully defined
combat capabilities for battle with ,aircraft of military-transport
aviation. When an operation is being planned, this entitles us to
define these capabilities in terms of expected losses  ni m il itary-
transport AViatiOn-airCraft, frnm earh iFtiva-alT-44gansp-meanA..
With this criterion, keeping in mind the necessity of fulfilling
military-transport aviation tasks with the fewest possible losses;
it is possible to make a simple determination of the number. of air
defense means which should be destroyed. As is apparent, when
jamming is employed the combat capabilities of enemy active air
defense means are appreciably reduced, and the capability of .
military-transport aviation for overcoming the air defense system
with minimal losses accordingly increases. As a result, the number
of active air defense means to be destroyed in the flight zone of
military-transport aviation decreases.

Turning to the evaluation of jamming means, it is our opinion P/
that in this context it is completely justifiable to consider them
as important. combat means possessing specific capabilities. For
example, research conducted in 1967 showed that equipping military-
transport aviation airdraft with special jamming systems for
individual:droup_defense when conducting a large-scale airborne
fanding is equivalent to the destruction (neutralization) of nine
"Hawk" SAM batteries, fourteen "Nike-Hercules" SAM batteries, and
nine airfields of fighter aircraft.

The use of jamming means also influences the choice of active
air defense means to be targeted for destruction. This is because.
the effect of jamming on the combat Capabilities of active air
defense means varies; it may appear that the relative strength of
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their combat capabilities when jamming is employed is fundamentally
different from their relative strength as observed in the absence
of jamming. For example, if without the use of jamming the combat
capabilities of a "Nike-Hercules" SAM battery and a squadron of
air defense fighter aircraft are approximately the same, then when
the military-transport aviation aircraft are equipped with the
prospective jamming systems for individual and group defense, the
combat capabilities of a squadron of air defense fighters are
lower by a factor of three than those of a "Nike-Hercules" SAM
battery.

From the above analysis it is possible to derive the following,
conclusion. The equipping of military-transport aviation aircraft
with jamming means may have a substantial influence both on the
number and on the choice of enemy active air defense means which
are targeted for destruction during an airborne landing operation,
and for this reason it must be given thorough consideration when
planning such an operation.




